WHOLE CHAMPION FOUNDATION
Brand Guidelines
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OUR PURPOSE
To initiate opportunities for all demographics through educational programs and to inspire
advocacy and access so all people can consciously choose to use their personal, social, and
environmental responsibility to help create a better world.

OUR MISSION
To embolden the concepts of whole and champion so they may be adopted globally to help the
planet and its inhabitants prosper. A single person cannot change the world, but a unified effort
to champion a positive difference can influence the whole world.

OUR VISION
Every human can do small conscious efforts that can lead to big change.

OUR MODEL
Whole Champion Foundation and Whole Champion Works is a global movement using the
framework of awareness and actions of personal, social, and environmental responsibility as a way
to positively impact the world. We provide direction, tools, and motivation to not only understand
the extreme needs of the world but to also alleviate the issues near and far. We believe change
starts at home (and with the self) and moves outward to humanity and the environment.
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OUR LANGUAGE

OUR LANGUAGE (CONTINUED)

These are some basic guidelines that help create consistency with our brand and partners.

(Boilerplate language for use in press releases): A Whole Champion understands the many issues challenging the whole world, and that everyone can step up to make a positive difference. A

KEY PHRASES

Whole Champion consciously chooses to live with little separation between personal, social, and

Awareness

when everyone plays a role, however large or small.

environmental responsibility to help create a better world. Global challenges will only improve

Action
Impact

Whole Champion Foundation initiates opportunities for all demographics through educational

Giving

programs. Whole Champion Works develops and delivers those programs, inspiring advocacy and

Nonprofit partner

access, so all people can do their parts for a positive impact.

Corporate partner
Planet
Commitment
Partnerships
Champion

TONE
Empowering
Welcoming
Proactive
Optimistic
Inspirational
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OUR NAME
We are Whole Champion Foundation and Whole Champion Works.
Here are a few things to remember when using our name:
Whole Champion Foundation and Whole Champion Works should never be shortened or
abbreviated in any way and should reflect the proper capitalization for each word in the name.
We use wholechampionfoundation.org when referring to the website itself; it is not the
organization’s name. It should never appear with the “www” preceding it unless you are writing
the URL.
Whole Champion Foundation refers to the organization in its entirety. Whole Champion Works is
the mechanism through which Whole Champion Foundation develops and delivers its programs.
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PRIMARY LOGO

ONE COLOR LOGOS

Whole Champion Foundation’s Logo is comprised of the following graphic and it may not

When the logo needs to appear in a single color due to design or production needs, the one-color

be altered in any way. Please use the provided art files only. The logos are intended for those

logo should be used to ensure proper reproduction. This version of the logo should only appear in

individuals that fall into specific stakeholder categories: nonprofit partner, corporate partner,

grayscale or black and white. The logo may only appear in white if the background is too dark and

sponsor, individual partner, media.

the primary full color or one-color logo does not provide enough contrast.

Primary Logo

Primary Logo with Name and Tagline
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Primary Logo–Grayscale

Primary Logo–Grayscale Inverted for Dark Backgrounds
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PROPER LOGO USAGE
In order to maintain a consistent and strong brand presence you must adhere to the proper use
of guidelines shown in this document. Our logo is the foundation of our brand. Do not change the
logo in any way.
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Do Not Change the Colors in
the Logo

Do Not Rotate the Logo

Do Not Add a Gradient
to the Logo

Do Not Add Special Effects Like
Outer Glows or Drop Shadows

Do Not Add Graphics to the
Logo
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Do Not Place Logo on a
Background of a Similar Color

Do Not Resize the Logo
Disproportionately

Do Not Place Logo on a Busy
or Complicated Background

SIZE AND SPACE

COLOR PALETTE
The Whole Champion Foundation brand incorporates three primary colors—orange, medium blue,

0.25"

and medium green, as well as a rainbow of secondary colors—yellow, light blue, red, magenta,
purple, light and darker greens, white, and grey. The Whole Champion Foundation logo is never to

Minimum Size

appear in any colors other the grayscale or those shown here:

To ensure legibility, clarity, and brand consistency, the height of the logo should never be reduced
Primary Color Palette

to less than 0.25 inches.

Example of Secondary Color Palette

CLEAR SPACE REQUIREMENTS
To ensure the integrity and visibility of the Whole Champion
Foundation logo, it should be kept clear of competing text, images,
and graphics. The minimum clear space must be the height of the
color bar in the middle of the logo.

=
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R 57
G 107
B 77

R 40
G 63
B 123

R 226
G 109
B 58

R 112
G 174
B 151

R 79
G 100
B 111

C 76
M 36
Y 76
K 24

C 100
M 88
Y 20
K6

C0
M 75
Y 97
K0

C 65
M9
Y 51
K0

C 74
M 51
Y 44
K 18

#396b4d

#283f7b

#e26d3a

#70ae97

#4f646f

PMS 7734 C

PMS 7687 C

PMS 1645 C

PMS 7723 C

PMS 431 C
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TYPOGRAPHY
Our brand typeface is Montserrat. It’s a legible and clear sans serif web font. It is available in the
following font styles, and best of all it is available as a no-cost font from Google Font.
MONTSERRAT FAMILY

RESPONSIBILITY

IS OUR NORTH STAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

TYPOGRAPHY USAGE
Primary typographic styling
Below are the preferred primary typography styles:
Header | Montserrat - Extra Bold
Subhead | Montserrat - Semi Bold
Body | Montserrat - Medium
Quote | Montserrat - Medium
Quote caption | Montserrat - Semi Bold
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OUR LOOK

CONTACT

Our brand cannot be captured by a single image, phrase, or video. We strive to build accessibility,

You can find us on the web at:

inclusivity, intersectionality, and representation into our work. We exist to inspire everyone to be

https://wholechampion.org/

champions, to take action to ensure that the planet and all people thrive.

info@wholechampion.org

We are a global network and showcase that by highlighting the diversity of people and places

https://www.facebook.com/wholechampionfoundation

where we work, live, and play. We aim to display the actual impact of our members and our

https://www.instagram.com/wholechampion/

partner organizations.
In terms of imagery, we prefer color over black and white as we find it more impactful. We strive
that all images we produce push people into awareness and action. We believe everyone can

LET’S KEEP IN TOUCH

choose to be a Whole Champion.

If you have any questions, please e-mail
marketing@wholechampionfoundation.org.
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